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Abstract

The huge digitization step that archives, publishers, and libraries are currently undertaking enables access to a vast amount of information for historians. Yet, this does not necessarily make life easier for historians, as the main problem remains how to find relevant sources in this sea of information. We present a case study demonstrating how automatic text analysis can aid historians in finding relevant primary sources. We focus on strike events in the 1980s in the USA. In earlier work on strikes, researchers did not have at their disposal a full and comprehensive list of major strike events. Existing databases of this kind (e.g [19, 22]) are the result of intensive manual work and took years to build. Natural language processing (NLP) tools allow for faster assembly of datasets of this kind on the basis of collections of free texts that contain the information that should be in the database. We aim to construct a database of events using a digital newspaper archive and unsupervised NLP methods such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and clustering techniques to group together newspaper articles that describe the same strike. We study the effect of different feature representations, such as simple bag-of-words features, named entities, and time stamp information. We evaluate our results on a manually labeled sample of news articles describing a small set of strikes.

1 Introduction

The time period of the 1980s is an interesting period to study social unrest as this period saw great social, economic, and general change. The early 1980s were marked by a global recession in the industrialized countries. Many multinational corporations migrated their factories to emerging countries in Asia and Mexico leaving behind many unemployed workers. In the United States, the Reagan administration strived for free market economy and tax cuts to stimulate economic growth [15].
In this study we focus on strike events as proxy indicators of social unrest. We view a strike event as a labor action by a (significantly large) group of workers at a certain company, governmental body or specific sector that halted their work for a clear motivation, such as better working conditions, or a higher salary.

We use automatic unsupervised techniques and an online available newspaper archive as our source to find out which individual strikes took place in the 1980’s. In particular, our objective is to cluster news articles based on the strike they refer to in order to seed a database of strike events. In our case study, we work with the online archive of the New York Times (NYT)\(^1\) one of the largest and most influential daily newspapers in USA. The NYT offers an online search interface\(^2\) to their archive that covers newspapers from 1981 to now. To facilitate the search, the articles have been manually labeled by NYT with metadata and controlled keywords (facets) such as locations, topics, and normalized names. One of these keywords is ‘STRIKES’, which trivially allows to retrieve all strike-related news articles from the 1980s (assuming the keyword is assigned correctly and completely). In total there are 5,987 articles on strikes in this period which form the basic set in our study. Still, the facet does not give information on which articles talk about the same strike. To identify this is a challenging task, as all strike articles are covering the same topic and therefore are similar to each other. We can expect many of these articles to cover sub-events such as picketing, negotiations between worker unions and company directors, or demonstrations. To discover how many different individual strike events took place, we need to focus on who was involved in these strikes, where they took place, and in which time period.

Our approach operates at the document level. Our task can be seen as a type of text clustering where the goal is to detect a latent group structure\(^1\). Note that our approach is different from a subcategorisation frame-filling approach\(^1\) or a template-filling approach\(^13\) to event detection, where the aim is to find an event trigger, usually a verb, and some slot or template fillers, such as agent, goal, and location at the sentence level. In our text clustering definition of an event at document level, the particular variables (who, what, when) are not explicit in the event representation. However, these variables are crucial in distinguishing one strike from another and are therefore important features in the document representation. Even though we cannot know beforehand which company names or sectors to expect, we do know that names of organizations, such as companies and labor unions will play an important role in establishing that two articles are describing the same event. Time also plays an important role, as we can expect to find news articles on the same strike when they are close in time, and when they mention the same start date of the strike, its duration and possibly an end date.

In this investigation, we use off-the-shelf NLP tools that operate on relatively simple document representations to automatically cluster documents describing the same strike. We compare two unsupervised techniques to achieve this goal. First,
we use **sequential Information Bottleneck** (sIB) [20], a clustering method that efficiently casts bottom-up agglomerative clustering as a sequential clustering process. This clustering algorithm has been shown to be successful in document clustering. Second, LDA [2] has become a popular method for event clustering (e.g. [24, 5]). In LDA, a document is seen as a probability distribution over a set of topics, where a topic is a probabilistic distribution over a set of words. We assume that documents about the same strike event share a similar probability distribution and the same topic will be assigned to the articles about the same event.

Note that applying a supervised technique is not feasible for this problem. Manually labeling a subset of the strike articles is not likely to be representative for detecting other individual strikes as the documents are so much alike and the unique features that will distinguish one strike from another are not expected to re-occur.

In the rest of this paper, we first present related work in Section 2. We then detail the experimental setup of our investigation in Section 3 and discuss our results (Section 4). Finally, we conclude in Section 5 with the principal findings of this study and our plans for future work.

## 2 Related work

A study similar to ours was carried out by Yang et al. [24]. They also aim to support historical research by applying topic modeling on a collection of historical newspaper articles. They however take an explorative and open approach and they study to what extent automatically generated topics (represented as a set of keywords) reflect historical trends. They use an expert historian to interpret the found topics. In our approach, we rather focus on a specific type of event and use the topics as document labels to find documents describing the same strike event.

De Smet and Moens [5] studied the representation of news articles for event clustering. They focus on short term events from Wikinews, and their data set had only a few relevant articles per event. They show in their work that a complex methods such as LSA or LDA did not outperform the classic tf*idf-weighted [17] bag-of-words approach on the task of event detection.

In the work of [9] LDA is applied to clustering texts into general categories such as books, business, fashion, etc. They focus on dealing with short messages as they work with tweets. [23] also apply their own proposed algorithm based on Wavelet-based signals and LDA to event detection in tweets. In their manual evaluation of the results, they conclude that LDA topic models are difficult to interpret and evaluate.

## 3 Experimental setup

In our experimental setup, we follow the approach taken by [5] and compare a tf*idf-weighted bag-of-words approach to LDA topic modelling. We first perform
a baseline experiment with a feature representation based on content words only. In a second experiment, we use additional features to explicate and emphasize aspects that are likely to distinguish one strike event from another: persons, locations, organizations and time stamps.

Our data set consists of the 5,987 articles that were labeled as relevant to ‘STRIKE’ in the NYT online archive in the period 1980–1989. Each article is automatically tokenized, part-of-speech tagged and labeled with named entity (NE) information and time information using the Stanford CoreNLP tools [21, 7].

The Stanford POS-tagger achieved an accuracy of 97.2% on the well-known WSJ test set [21]. The Stanford NE tool obtains an F-score of 87% on the CoNLL 2003 shared task material [7]. Both test sets consist of newspaper text similar to the data that we are working with in our experiment.

We retain only content words (i.e. nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs) as the basis for feature representation. For the clustering, we use a bag-of-words feature vector representation. Each word receives an importance weight by computing its tf*idf score [17]. We represent each article as a weighted word vector using the 20,000 most frequently occurring content words in the data set.

For topic modeling the sequential order of the words in the article is kept, as topic modeling is based on word co-occurrences. We assume that articles describing the same strike event share a similar probability distribution and the same topic will be assigned to the articles about the same event. Therefore, we assign the topic label with the highest score to each article, using the topics as class labels. We do not implement a frequency cut-off for the LDA feature representation. We apply the LDA algorithms as implemented in the Mallet toolkit [11]. For LDA, we use Gibbs sampling and asymmetric Dirichlet priors on document-topic distributions, as it was found to lead to better results [12]. In their study, MacCallum et al. [12] also showed that it is generally better to set the number of topics too large than too small. With a good topic model, the superfluous topics will have few entries, and the overall distribution of topics will still be good. In our experiments, we tested a range of 100, 150, 200, and 300 for the number of topics.

For the siB clustering algorithm, we use the Weka toolkit implementation [8] and 25 optimization iterations. As we do not know how many individual strike events actually occur in our full data set, we tested a same range of numbers of clusters as for LDA. As both unsupervised methods take random initializations, we repeated each experiment ten times with different random seeds and report the average over these ten runs.

In a second round of experiments, we add the named entities and time expressions (dates and duration) as predicted by the Stanford NLP tools as extra features to the feature vector representation. For example, the named entity string Transport_Workers_Union was added to the vector as a new feature, in addition to the separate words Transport, Workers, and Union that were already present in the feature vector. Numbers were excluded from the bag-of-words vector in the first experiment, but are now kept when part of a time expression such as 1984 or January_1980. Replacing individual tokens by longer strings instead of adding them
would lead to more sparsity. This way we hope to profit from the more complex and meaningful named entities in combination with the robustness of simple word frequencies.

3.1 Evaluation

For the evaluation of our approach, we manually labeled a sample of NYT articles with strike event information. Many recent studies on event detection either used a fully labeled data set (for example [5, 9, 4]), or they manually evaluated their results afterwards (for example [24, 23]). Here we chose to label a small sample beforehand in the following way. First, one of the authors, a historian, created a small list of eight strike events that occurred in the 1980s using different sources (for example [6, 19, 14, 3]). Next, he verified that all articles in the NYT archive describing these eight events were found. In total, 299 articles were linked to the eight strikes. The manual sample exhibits unevenly balanced amounts of articles per strike. The ‘1981 Major League Baseball’ strike alone is linked to 100 relevant articles, while for the ‘Chicago Tribune newspaper’ strike in 1986 we only found 2 articles in the NYT. This also exemplifies a weak point in our current study: we aim to create a list of strikes in the USA in the 1980s only based on one source, the NYT. We do assume that the NYT will report on all major strikes in the country, but it is likely that a strike in Chicago is documented more extensively by regional newspapers. We run the unsupervised techniques on the full set of almost six thousand articles, and we compute recall, precision and F-scores on the manually labeled subset of 299 articles.

Both unsupervised techniques that we have applied (i.e. LDA topic modeling and siB clustering), assign an arbitrary label to each cluster, and we need to match these labels to the true manual individual strike event clusters. For every true event cluster, we check which arbitrary label was predicted most times, and we mark this label as corresponding to the true label. Once a true label is chosen as matching to a given cluster, it cannot be re-assigned to any other cluster. We computed recall, precision and F-scores on the found correspondences.

4 Results

In this section, we present the results of our experiments starting with the baseline experiments with single word features as input for LDA and the tf*idf weighted word vectors for siB clustering. We present micro-averages over the 299 documents that cover 8 strike events, averaged over 10 random initializations. The results of both algorithms with the varied number of topics/clusters can be seen in table 1 and is depicted in the left-side figures 1a and 2a. The siB algorithm performs better than LDA. In alternating the desired number of topics/clusters, we observe a clear trade-off between recall and precision. As illustrated in the figure for LDA (2a), there is an increase in precision and a decrease in recall, when we
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># topics</th>
<th>sIB recall</th>
<th>prec</th>
<th>Fscore</th>
<th>LDA recall</th>
<th>prec</th>
<th>Fscore</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>59.6</td>
<td>64.6</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>49.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>57.9</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>53.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>49.7</td>
<td>61.9</td>
<td>55.3</td>
<td>61.6</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>54.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>49.9</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>52.1</td>
<td>55.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Baseline experiments. Micro averages of siB clustering and LDA, averaged over 10 randomly initializations. Scores were computed on the labeled subset of 299 articles belonging to 8 different strike events.

Increase the number of topics. A similar trend with steeper curves is also indicated for the siB clustering experiments (figure 1a). It is interesting to observe that while for both algorithms show this same trade-off, the overall F-score of siB decreases when increasing the number of clusters, while for LDA the F-score increases.

In table 2 and 3 we zoom in on the results for the individual strike events for those cases that have shown the highest F-score in table 1 (100 clusters for siB and 300 topics for LDA).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Art</th>
<th>Strike event</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Prec</th>
<th>F-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Baseball League</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>41.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Austin Hormel</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>88.4</td>
<td>90.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Pittston Mine</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>68.4</td>
<td>76.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Writers 1981</td>
<td>88.3</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>56.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Writers 1988</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>T. W.A.</td>
<td>89.29</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>34.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Arizona Copper</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Chicago Tribune</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results for each of the individual strike events with clustering algorithm siB with 100 clusters and 25 iterations (averaged over 10 random initializations).

In Table 2 we list the recall, precision, and F-scores for each of the eight strike events for the results of the clustering algorithm siB with 100 clusters and 25 iterations (averaged over ten random initializations). The rows in the table are ordered on event cluster size. We observe large differences between the scores on the different strike events. On the largest cluster about the Baseball League strike an F-score of only 41.8% is achieved, while the Austin Hormel meat packer strike achieved the best F-score of 90.4%. We see that low scores are obtained for the strikes represented by only a few relevant documents. We observe a very low F-score of 2.8% for the Writers strike in 1988. The explanation of this is that the algorithm did not
### Table 3: Results for the individual strike events with LDA with 300 topics and 10 optimization iterations (averaged over 10 random initializations).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Art</th>
<th>Strike event</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Prec</th>
<th>F-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Baseball League</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>31.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Austin Hormel</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Pittston Mine</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>66.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Writers 1981</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td>47.3</td>
<td>57.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Writers 1988</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>T.W.A</td>
<td>76.4</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>47.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Arizona Copper</td>
<td>98.0</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Chicago Tribune</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Micro averages of siB clustering. The baseline experiments are shown in (a) and experiments with the additional named entities and time information in (b).

succeed to distinguish the two strikes about writers: they were clustered together and were assigned the same cluster label.

In Table 3 we list the results for the same strike events obtained with LDA topic modeling with 300 topics. In general, we observe lower F-scores than with siB for the larger event clusters and higher F-scores for the strike events covered by only a few news articles due to an increase in precision.

In the second round of experiments, we exploit additional features for named entities and timestamps in the articles. These features indeed help, as we observe an increase in the overall performance of both LDA and siB clustering as shown in figures 1 and 2.

For siB (figure 1a) a clear improvement in precision and a slight decrease in recall can be observed when adding the new features. In figure 1b siB attains a
maximal F-score of 63.6% with 150 clusters and combines a precision of 61% and a recall 63.6%.

For LDA in figure 2 both recall and precision improve with this new feature set. The run with 200 clusters in figure (2b) has the highest F-score of 59.5%, a recall of 65.9% and 54.3% precision.

4.1 Qualitative analysis

In this section, we look at some examples to see which words are chosen by the LDA method to represent the individual clusters. This gives us some insight to what extent the techniques were indeed taking the important words as their most important features.

In Table 4 we show an example of the top words for each topic produced by LDA for three individual strikes. As shown in table 3 the average results for the meatpackers strike at Hormel were rather accurate: an F-score of 82% with a recall of 91%. When we look at the top words of the most assigned topic label, we can see that all words in this topic are indeed relevant and specific. The strike took place in Austin, Minnesota and Rogers and Guyette were union members and spokesmen in this strike against Geo A. Hormel & Company in 1986.

Most of the top words for the topic assigned to the articles about the strike event at Trans World Airlines in 1986 are indeed relevant, but this topic does not exclusively describe the T.W.A. strike, because the terms referring to Pan Am and Continental point to other companies not involved in this particular strike. This mix-up of several strikes related to airline companies explains the low precision (9.8%) and higher recall (64.3%) for this particular strike cluster.

\footnote{we show one example from the 10 random initializations with 200 topics.}
For the Major League Baseball event we see the opposite happening: this strike is not covered by one main topic, but by three topics (topics 149, 37, 194), each covering about 25% of the articles. These topics are clearly all relevant and closely related to each other, because the terms owners players baseball league occur in all three topics.

LDA is clearly capable of finding topics that model the individual strikes. The top words in the topics point to the relevant sectors, worker groups (e.g. meatpackers, players, mechanics), companies, organizations, spokespersons and actions (e.g. negotiating, signing) that were parts of these strikes. However, an absolute one-to-one correspondence with the individual clusters was not found for all of the clusters in the small manually labeled sample.

5 Conclusions

In these experiments, we addressed the challenging task of clustering strike-related news articles into unique strike event clusters using unsupervised techniques and shallow word and named-entity features. Our experiments have shown that both LDA and the siB algorithm are capable of detecting those specific and relevant word features that distinguish individual strike events. For events with a smaller media coverage, we obtained lower results due to a loss in precision as multiple events are assigned to the same cluster.

The results in this case study indicate that these unsupervised techniques cannot detect individual strike events fully automatically. The results are not good enough for that. Still, it can be expected that the automatic clustering techniques will
reduce the work of the historian. Large events can to a large extent be detected automatically, and many articles can be automatically assigned correctly to single events, so that manual work can concentrate more on the long tail of incorrectly clustered articles.

As a next step we would also like to repeat this study for older historical documents. We refer to the work of [16]. They compare four named-entity extraction systems including the Stanford NE tool [17] applied to historical text material collected by applying optical character recognition to images of typed holocaust testimonies. The Standford NE tool performs best but with low scores between 44% and 60% F-score. As our method relies heavily on the performance of the named entity detector, this gives us an indication of what we can expect if we change to older newspapers. In such case retraining the NE tool will be necessary.

In our current study we treated LDA’s topics as clusters. In future work, we would like to experiment with the topics that LDA produced as features instead of cluster labels, similar to how Lin and Hovy use topic signatures for summarisation [10]. Since LDA assigns multiple topic labels to each document, this rich topical representation could be the input of a subsequent unsupervised clustering approach, e.g. with sIB. This way we may combine the different strengths of the two methods.
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